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The Madrid Waterfront: Who Knew?
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The Madrid Rio revitalization project, which includes a 300-acre park with 17 new playgrounds along the Manzanares river,
opened to the public this spring.
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WOULD it be unpatriotic to assert that the Big Dig in Boston was
small potatoes compared with Madrid Rio? The pharaonically scaled
waterfront revitalization that opened on April 15 is rapidly shifting
Madrid’s recreational axis from Retiro Park to the once-forgotten
western edge.
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Who knew Madrid even had a river?
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Unlike Seville or Bilbao, whose early
Where to Stay
fortunes were inextricably linked to
Where to Eat
their waterways, Madrid began as a
What to Do
hilltop fortress that conveniently had a
Go to the Madrid Travel Guide »
little river, the Manzanares, winding
lazily through the plain below (to the west of the Royal Palace, which stands on the site of
the fortress). But for decades, not even the royal family could claim a water view, as the
river was choked by two ribbons of the M-30 freeway, which rings the city.
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It took just seven years for the Madrid Rio project to go from conception to inauguration.
Four miles of the six- to eight-lane M-30 were tunneled underground and the land above
was reborn as a picturesque 300-acre riverside park. It cost 400 million euros (about $574
million), required the planting of 33,000 trees and 470,000 shrubs and plants, and took a
lot of wrangling with environmental and neighborhood advocacy groups to create a
sprawling esplanade that now runs through six municipal districts. Where traffic used to
snake and snarl, people now stroll, jog, bike and splash.
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The park includes 17 new playgrounds (including fitness areas for grown-ups with what
look like stone-age gymnastics equipment made out of logs and ropes) as well as running
and bike paths, a skate park and an almost-100-foot-high climbing wall.
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What’s more, the new park is revitalizing city attractions that have languished off the
tourist radar but now suddenly seem at the center of the action. The fledgling
multidiscipline arts center known as Matadero Madrid in the old slaughterhouses anchors
the park to the south and has been swarming with people since Madrid Rio’s opening
weekend. Now that the highway and its tangle of access ramps no longer run between
them, several once-isolated parks like the Casa de Campo, Campo de Moro and Parque del
Oeste now practically meet at the river’s edge.
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Reuniting the city center with its southwestern neighborhoods (area real estate prices have
skyrocketed accordingly), the park’s 33 bridges range from Renaissance-era to right now.
The time warp is nowhere more visible than at the early-18th-century Puente de Toledo. Its
harmonious rhythm of arches and curved bulwarks is echoed just a bit farther downstream
in the corkscrew-shaped cylinder of steel designed by Dominique Perrault for the Puente
de Arganzuela, the new bridge that is rapidly becoming Madrid Rio’s most popular photo
backdrop.
Nearby, the new Parque de la Arganzuela is already a neighborhood favorite. It features a
quirky playground with giant sliding boards — some wide enough for parents and kids to
slide side-by-side — and other novel amusements, like a tirolina (similar to a zipline, it
transports riders, one at a time, about 100 feet across the park). As the summer starts to
heat up, visitors can cool down on the new urban “beaches,” large elliptical fountains
designed for frolicking in jets of water and clouds of refreshing mist. At night, the Puente
de Arganzuela lights up like a piece of an alien rocket fallen to earth.
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Taking in the scene, Ana Martinez, a local architect who has worked with both private and
municipal clients, said that unlike the new sports arena La Caja Mágica and other recent
public projects that require admission tickets, “the river park is something that anyone in
the city can enjoy every single day of the year.”
Maps of the new park are available from the city’s tourist information kiosks (there is one
near the Puente del Rey) and also online at esmadrid.com/madridrio.
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A version of this article appeared in print on July 10, 2011, on page TR7
of the New York edition with the headline: The Madrid Waterfront: Who
Knew?.
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